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f ) A FTER all his fine words of explanation the president has left his

Hy jCx. countrymen confused regarding the reasons for the trip to
HH" Europe. Clever verbiage almost convinced them that the president
H i had a valid object in personally attending the peace conference. But
H )j in the cold light of reflection they realize that they were dazzled by
MLy winged words.

Hj I After all; was not the chief reason he assigned something of an
K 1 affront, not to say an insult, to the statesmen of Great Britain and

ML& France? In substance his plea meant that his good friends, Lloyd
H A1 George and Clemenceau would bear watching. As the chief spokes- -

H man of a world that needed to be made safe for democracy he went
H to the Versailles conference to see that the allied statesmen did not
ML A betray the cause of democracy. His presence was 'to be as a warning
Bl to all statesmen who might be tempted to backslide.

k Arrived in Paris, the president found himself at odds with no less
Hi J a personage than Clemenceau, "The Tiger." This premier of France
Hfrf. is accustomed to the use of claws but he muffles them in silk. They
Hfjf are no less deadly because they are camouflaged. Many a cabinet has

M, been torn from its place of power by the claws of Clemenceau.
HHfr And when he speaks the president fair that great statesman must

Bf be cautious. Clemenceau, while politely stating that he had agreed
k with the president in many things, made it clear that he differed with

Mf him on the mojt important point of all the league of nations, or, as
B " the president has lately put it, "a concert of powers."

H Clemenceau frankly admits that he clings to the old notion of
HL "the balance of power." One would think that after all the bloodshed

D which may be ascribed justly to this doctrine even a tiger would not

V cling to it, but Clenenceau, if the correspondents are not mistaken,
M told the president that Europe could be saved only by balancing one
K power against another.

HHv Americans will indorse the president's stand, we feel sure. Amer- -

Hra ican idealism favors the idea of a league of nations. How it may be
Hfl put into effect few of us can conjecture, but most of us are convinced
Hn that there should be a new order of affairs in Europe.
Hwr "The old order changeth, giving place to new

KL' "And God fulfills himself in many ways."
B No doubt Clemenceau can spin many subtile arguments in favor

HI of the old order, an order which built up militarism and, time after
time, paved the way for war.

Of old it was England's business to preserve the balance of power.

My I' Whenever any nation began to dominate Europe the Britons took the

mmw side of the less powerful nation or combination of nations and fought
Hf to restore the balance. In its very nature the policy called for a war

V v just as soon as the balance was seriously disturbed. It was necessary

I to maintain armies and navies at a maximum so as to be fully prepared
fet for the day when some nation should seek to gain control of the af- -

H fairs of the continent. When Germany attempted to master Europe

I the British followed their historic policy in taking the side of Ger- -

I many's opponents in an effort to maintain a balance which would pre-- I
j f vent any one nation from becoming

I i Obviously the policy had its advantages not only for Great
Lj P' Britain, but for Em ope, buf t was the very heart of the system.
Hj' j

' n For such a system President ilsonj would substitute a concert of
H, J the powers or a league of nations to preserve peace and accord

HI 7 iustice- - i.

We ask ourselves whether the president might not have accom- -
plished his purpose better by keeping away from the table of disputes M
at Versailles. Already he is in conflict with one of the chief statesmen
of the entente powers. Would it not have been wiser had he remained I

at home and sent his envoys to conduct the disputations? 1 J
Many of us, no doubt, feel flattered by the royal progress of the I

president in France, England and Italy. Mr. and Mrs. Wilson have .H
accepted the adulations of princes, kings and potenates. We are H
told that they have enjoyed their experiences immensely and we are H
assured that these demonstrations are meant as tributes to the great H
American nation. To do the president honor, Queen Mary had the H
royal gold plate displayed effectively by some royal window-dress- er Jland stationed a strong guard of detectives to wait watchfully while IH
the president and others passed. In fact, all kinds of honors were lH
thought of to bring gladness to the hearts of the president and his H
wife. H

But some of us view the trip with misgivings. All this flattery H
has naught to do with making of the world safe for democracy. H
Rather the tendency is in the opposite direction. We trust that it H
will not have the effect of turning the president's head away from his M
fourteen points. Flattery has not infrequently caused the downfall of M
rulers and made them forget even more than fourteen points. M

H
APPORTIONING THE BLAME. H

THAT the state bank department should so act as to create busi- - M
confidence rather than a feeling of insecurity should be an H

axiom. To the surprise and dismay of business men generally the M
banking situation has been handled in anything but a conservative H
spirit. As a consequence the public has been thrown into a state of H
doubt which has created groundless fears regarding even our soundest JH
financial institutions. It is regrettable that the state bank depart- - H
ment has lent itself to devises which have shaken the foundations of H
business. However pure the intentions of the attorney general and H
the bank commissioner the banking situation has grown steadily H
worse and they cannot escape responsibility for their hasty and in- - H
cautious acts on the one hand and their long neglect of unsound coi. H
ditions on the other. M

It is futile to point the finger of criticism at former administra- - M
tions. The present state administration has been in power for two M
years. It has had ample time in which to rectify the banking situa- - M

tion. Had proper measures been taken from time to time the state H
would not have found it necessary to close banks at a few hours' no- - M
tice. On the contrary it would have been possible, we make no M

doubt, to save some of the institutions which have been forced to the Hj
wall. H

The public is justified in believing that the state has been at fault. H
When neither the laws on the statute books nor the officials chosen
to administer those laws can prevent the collapse of one bank after M

another there are fatal defects in the laws or the administration or
both. H

No remedy can be found in wild reforms. It is only by conserv- - M

ative methods that the whole system can be strengthened. Too much jH
wildcat legislation in the past has been responsible for financiering H
which has led straight to disaster. The legislature which is about to H
meet should be made to feel that only by conservative lawmaking can H
the financial systems of the state be preserved and buttressed. But
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